I used optimality modelling to compare two of the most plausible and general explanations for the dawn and dusk peaks in bird song output. Kacelnik's explanation is that foraging is inefficient in poor light, but that social interactions are less affected, making singing more worthwhile than foraging. McNamara et al.'s explanation is based on stochasticity in foraging success and overnight energy requirements; it has been extensively analysed with stochastic dynamic programming models. Both explanations are now incorporated into this sort of model. I used various functions to link success of foraging and singing to time of day, but assumed that above some light level there is no further effect. Kacelnik's explanation has as strong an effect as stochasticity in generating dawn and dusk choruses. It also predicts short pauses in the singing output just after the dawn chorus and before the dusk chorus. The former arises because birds delay foraging when it will become more profitable later, until foraging success reaches a plateau, when the energetic debt accumulated makes them forage. The principle of this see-saw double switch in behaviours may apply to other explanations for the dawn chorus, and to other shifts in behaviour when conditions change gradually. The model predicts that from day to day cloud cover determines when a dawn chorus starts, but that overnight temperature and wind strength have more effect on chorus intensity and duration. I discuss what sort of observational and experimental data on singing routines would better test this model. In many situations the net benefit from a behaviour changes gradually and predictably over time, with the consequence that animals shift from one behaviour to another. One might expect a monotonic change in benefit to result in a unidirectional shift in the frequencies of each behaviour. However, suppose that you must write both research papers and grant proposals, and that you learn that grants will be getting harder to win over the next year; after that they will remain hard to win. You should put extra time into submitting grant proposals this year at the expense of papers. But then next year you will have to compensate by putting more effort into papers than into proposals (because you have a deficit of recent papers, or maybe you will anyway have depleted your store of good ideas for proposals). In the following year, you may again aim for a more balanced output of papers and proposals, even though winning grants remains as hard. This see-saw double switch in behaviour arises because of the state-dependent nature of the decision: allocation of effort depends on your 'credits' in papers and proposals.
I propose that the see-saw double switch is likely to be a widespread phenomenon in biology. Another example might be a bush that must allocate resources to root growth or leaf growth. Suppose that leaves become more valuable later in spring when there is more light and less chance of a frost. So, by analogy with the earlier example, we might predict root growth initially predominating over leaf growth, then the reverse to restore the balance in leaves and roots once the weather is suitable for leaves, then a more matched output of new leaves and roots to maintain this balance. One could idly think up many such potential examples, but the rest of this paper models in detail a single example that has already attracted empirical and theoretical interest. It involves the effect of increasing light levels at dawn on how birds pattern the timing of their singing and foraging.
A peak in the singing activity of birds at dawn is a widespread, although not universal, phenomenon (Staicer et al. 1996) . Many ultimate explanations for this dawn chorus have been proposed (Mace 1987; Staicer
